28. MIKKELER BAR
Craft beer bar & café, Mon-Thu 8-2h, Fri-Sat 8-4h, Sun 11-4h.

29. OSLO KAFFEBAR
Kaffebar, Mon-Fri 10-20, Sat 11-18h.

30. NYHETEN
Interior design, Mon-Fri 10-18, Sat 11-17.

31. REFORM
Design showroom, Mon-Fri 10-18.

32. SANDVIKT
Design & concept shop, Mon-Sat 10-18.

33. STORVIG
Design shop, Mon-Sat 10-18.

34. HAY BERLIN
Interior design shop, Mon-Fri 11-19, Sat 11-18.

35. TOMMY'S BURGER JOINT
Restaurant, various hours.

36. 56. PALLESTA WINE BAR
Restaurant & wine bar, Tue-Sat 24-2h, Sun 11-4h.

37. VOIMA BAR
Craft beer bar & café, Mon-Thu 8-2h, Fri-Sat 8-4h, Sun 11-4h.

38. TURM UN HAUSER
Sculpture, always accessible.

39. 45. NORDIC URBAN
Furniture & design shop, Mon-Fri 11-19, Sat 11-18.

40. 47. PER KIRKYE SCKILY
Sculptures, always visible.

41. 30. HAY BERLIN
Furniture & design shop, Mon-Fri 11-19, Sat 11-18.

42. 40. VAGABOND
The Swedish fashion shoe brand has two dedicated retail shops in Berlin, one on Rosenthaler Strasse and the other on Frankfurter Tor.

43. 37. FURNITURE & DESIGN SHOPS
Galeries, always visible.

44. 38. TURM UN HAUSER
Sculpture, always accessible.

45. 39. TURM UN HAUSER
Sculpture, always accessible.

46. 41. 45. NORDIC URBAN
Furniture & design shop, Mon-Fri 11-19, Sat 11-18.

47. 40. VAGABOND
The Swedish fashion shoe brand has two dedicated retail shops in Berlin, one on Rosenthaler Strasse and the other on Frankfurter Tor.

48. 37. FURNITURE & DESIGN SHOPS
Galeries, always visible.

49. 38. TURM UN HAUSER
Sculpture, always accessible.

50. 39. TURM UN HAUSER
Sculpture, always accessible.

51. 45. NORDIC URBAN
Furniture & design shop, Mon-Fri 11-19, Sat 11-18.

52. 40. VAGABOND
The Swedish fashion shoe brand has two dedicated retail shops in Berlin, one on Rosenthaler Strasse and the other on Frankfurter Tor.

53. 37. FURNITURE & DESIGN SHOPS
Galeries, always visible.

54. 38. TURM UN HAUSER
Sculpture, always accessible.

55. 39. TURM UN HAUSER
Sculpture, always accessible.

56. 45. NORDIC URBAN
Furniture & design shop, Mon-Fri 11-19, Sat 11-18.

57. 40. VAGABOND
The Swedish fashion shoe brand has two dedicated retail shops in Berlin, one on Rosenthaler Strasse and the other on Frankfurter Tor.

58. 37. FURNITURE & DESIGN SHOPS
Galeries, always visible.

59. 38. TURM UN HAUSER
Sculpture, always accessible.

60. 39. TURM UN HAUSER
Sculpture, always accessible.

61. 45. NORDIC URBAN
Furniture & design shop, Mon-Fri 11-19, Sat 11-18.

62. 40. VAGABOND
The Swedish fashion shoe brand has two dedicated retail shops in Berlin, one on Rosenthaler Strasse and the other on Frankfurter Tor.

63. 37. FURNITURE & DESIGN SHOPS
Galeries, always visible.

64. 38. TURM UN HAUSER
Sculpture, always accessible.

65. 39. TURM UN HAUSER
Sculpture, always accessible.

66. 45. NORDIC URBAN
Furniture & design shop, Mon-Fri 11-19, Sat 11-18.

67. 40. VAGABOND
The Swedish fashion shoe brand has two dedicated retail shops in Berlin, one on Rosenthaler Strasse and the other on Frankfurter Tor.

68. 37. FURNITURE & DESIGN SHOPS
Galeries, always visible.

69. 38. TURM UN HAUSER
Sculpture, always accessible.

70. 39. TURM UN HAUSER
Sculpture, always accessible.

71. 45. NORDIC URBAN
Furniture & design shop, Mon-Fri 11-19, Sat 11-18.

72. 40. VAGABOND
The Swedish fashion shoe brand has two dedicated retail shops in Berlin, one on Rosenthaler Strasse and the other on Frankfurter Tor.

73. 37. FURNITURE & DESIGN SHOPS
Galeries, always visible.

74. 38. TURM UN HAUSER
Sculpture, always accessible.

75. 39. TURM UN HAUSER
Sculpture, always accessible.

76. 45. NORDIC URBAN
Furniture & design shop, Mon-Fri 11-19, Sat 11-18.

77. 40. VAGABOND
The Swedish fashion shoe brand has two dedicated retail shops in Berlin, one on Rosenthaler Strasse and the other on Frankfurter Tor.

78. 37. FURNITURE & DESIGN SHOPS
Galeries, always visible.

79. 38. TURM UN HAUSER
Sculpture, always accessible.

80. 39. TURM UN HAUSER
Sculpture, always accessible.

81. 45. NORDIC URBAN
Furniture & design shop, Mon-Fri 11-19, Sat 11-18.

82. 40. VAGABOND
The Swedish fashion shoe brand has two dedicated retail shops in Berlin, one on Rosenthaler Strasse and the other on Frankfurter Tor.

83. 37. FURNITURE & DESIGN SHOPS
Galeries, always visible.

84. 38. TURM UN HAUSER
Sculpture, always accessible.

85. 39. TURM UN HAUSER
Sculpture, always accessible.